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Don Schuster

We have prepared a mailing to all members to
announce “The Art of Giving” fundraising campaign
and it should already be in your hands. For those
who contribute at the $100 Level and above, we will
be having a “Gala” evening to recognize all those
who have given. Contributions must be received by
December 24, 2019 to be included in the “Gala” evening’s reservations. Please
think of the CAC in you year-end giving!
We are putting the final touches on the activities for our first annual Founders’
Week, “an adventure in Cincinnati history through Art”. The action will revolve
around “Through the Looking Glass”, a juried art competition, open to any artist
in the region. The exhibit will open March 7, 2020. The prospectus will be ready
for distribution by the November Dinner Meeting.
I would be remiss if I didn’t mention the passing of two figures who loomed
large in the Cincinnati Art Club’s membership. Both Bill Powell and Mike
McGuire were long time and very active members and I remember them fondly.
We will dearly miss them and their great contributions to the Club!
Yours in artistic endeavor,
Don

Holiday Brunch and Painting Exchange at the Cincinnati Art Museum
Brunch December 7, Reservations by November 26
What better place for artists to celebrate
the Holiday Season with one another and
exchange paintings? This annual event has
been spruced up as we become the guests of
the Cincinnati Art Museum on December 7.
Reserve your place by November 26. Cost is
$35 per person. Send your check to the Club
address (1021 Parkside Place, Cincinnati Ohio
45202) Attn: Treasurer. No checks payable at the event.
Front doors open at 8:45 am for registration. Festivities and social gathering
over Mimosas and Bloody Marys will be followed by our traditional voting for
the top three paintings from the Painting Exchange. Breakfast buffet begins at
9:30 with the Painting Exchange at 10:15. At 11:00 Peter Bell, Associate Curator
of European Painting, Sculpture and Drawing will lead us on a private, guided
tour of the Museum’s newest exhibition: Treasures of the Spanish World.
This will be the highlight of the season and we want you to be with us. Please
register today. Paintings to be exchanged are to be framed with artwork no
larger than 9x12”. Also bring a small simple table easel to support your painting
on the display table.

. . . Advancing the knowledge and love of art through education
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Calendar of Events
November Calendar of Events
Dinner Meeting
November 15, 6:00 - 9:00 pm

November Dinner Meeting
Let’s Talk Abstract Art:
November Dinner Meeting Anything but Boring
Dinner and Presentation, Friday November 15, 6-9 pm (not 5:30)

Trustee Meeting
November 13, 4:30 - 6:00 pm

Is abstract art about anything? Is it just
made up? The truth is, abstract art is
not “about nothing”. At its heart, it is
about form, color, line, texture, pattern,
composition and process. Abstract art is
an investigation of these formal qualities.
Many artists enjoy the adventure of
exploring these basic principles without
the reference of subject matter.

Critique Sessions
November 5, 7:00 – 9:00 pm
Ray Hassard, Moderator
November 19, 7:00 – 9:00 pm
Tom Post, Moderator
Sketch Group
Monday Sessions, November 4, 11, 18,
25 from 1:00-4:30pm
Thursday Sessions, November 7, 14, 21.
28, 31 from 7:00 – 9:30 pm
DAWG Meeting
November 26, 7:00 – 9:30

Other Notable Events
Daylight Saving Time Ends
November 3

Frank Satogata, Misty , 36 x 48

We are excited to present a panel of artists to speak about their nonrepresentational practice and how their art is created. Eileen McConkey will
moderate a panel discussion with several leading abstract artists.
Dinner Menu
Walnut Apple Pork
Grilled Polenta Cake
Roasted Red Pepper & Zucchini Salsa
Long Grain Wild Rice
Green Beans Sauteed with Fresh Garlic, Red Onions, & White Wine

Thanksgiving
November 28

Julienne Carrots

Greenacres Guild Show
November 9 - 18

Dessert

December Look-Ahead

Please join us on Friday, November 15, 2019 at the Cincinnati Art Club. Social
hour begins at 6:00 pm, followed by dinner at 6:45, and the Abstract Art
Discussion starts approximately at 7:30. The cost is $25. As usual payment
for dinner is made at the door by CHECK (no cash or credit card). Dinner
Reservation deadline is the Sunday before the meeting (November 10). Contact:
dinner@cincinnatiartclub.com for reservations. See you there!

Abstract Art Show
December 6, 7, 8
Holiday Brunch
December 7, 8:45 to 12 noon
Trustee Meeting
December 11, 4:30 – 6:00 pm

Raspberry Spring Mix Salad
Dinner Reservations

Club News
Founders’ Week Fund Raising Program Announced

Art Club’s First Building on
East Third Street
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Embracing our heritage and in honor of our founders,
we are creating an annual fund raising event during
March. Founders’ Week will be a series of special
events that promote our history and the contributions
of our founders who gave so much to the artistic
cultural development of the Cincinnati region.
This program has been designed to be fun, to be
challenging, to reward success for today’s artists while
we look back into the early history of Cincinnati … and
importantly for the Club, it will be a major fund raising
initiative to make sure we can continue our outreach
and support to artists and those who just love art. In

one swoop, it is a celebration of the past and the present. Look for more details in coming months as the team launches
the Club’s first annual Founders’ Week.
Through the Looking Glass Exhibition
As part of this fund raiser for the Club, we will hold a regional juried art exhibition called “Through the Looking Glass” with
a First Place Award of $500 and other cash awards for Second, Third and Honorable Mention. Paintings submitted will be
an exploration of art and architecture from past days in the Cincinnati region. Opening reception and awards on March 7
with show through March 20 after which selected paintings will be in a traveling exhibition.

High School Plein Air Exhibition
Blue Ribbon to Ellie Arkus
What a stunning show these young artists presented, first in Eden Park where they participated in our Third Annual High
School Plein Air Competition and second, in an absolutely wonderful exhibition at the Club’s Wessel Gallery. These artists
were selected for the competition by their own art teachers as the best artists in their school program. Then they went
head-to-head, spread out across all of Eden Park from President’s Grove to Twin Lakes to the Viet Nam War Memorial
statue. Pencils, markers and watercolors were flashing across their works in 90+ temperatures. Club mentors floated
around to assist. Many had parents parked in a nearby patio chair watching over their children as they worked toward
honors in the city’s only teenage plein air competition sponsored by Plaza Art Materials who provided the art supplies.
Judges for the composition were Kay Worz, Jan Boone and Sheila Fleischer.
At the October 6 Opening Exhibition were 58 pieces, from
representational to abstract. This year top honors went to
Ellie Arkus from New Richmond High School. She changed
locations several times to find compositions for her bold and
distinctive marker renderings of the park. She is headed
toward a career as a pilot with art always part of what she is
doing. Second place went to Claire Farrow of Mercy McAuley.
This young lady who won first place in last year’s plein air
competition has a bright future. She says it will most likely be
in graphic art or maybe video art. Third place was captured
by Gabriel McDonald from Elder High School with an eyecatching composition of the Viet Nam War Memorial where he
honed in on soldier boots alongside the rifle at the base of the
sculpture. The Artists’ Choice Award went to Alexandra Franz
from Walnut Hills High School.
Ellie Arkus, Bellevue View

Claire Farrow, President’s Grove

Gabriel McDonald, War
Memorial

Alexandra Franz, Purple Tree
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All-Member Meeting Provides Input for Big Decisions
This is going to be a phenomenal year for the Cincinnati Art Club with
an agenda of programs and activities. Discussions covered everything
from upcoming workshops, Club branding and communications to
increase visibility, creative approaches to fund raising, our expanded
focus on art in addition to classic oil painting to support members in
abstract, digital and 3D art, a review of our budget and Club facilities.
The Board will act on all this input in the months to come. We are
leaping into the future with an exciting year of action.

We all had the opportunity to shape the Club’s future.

Remembering William “Bill” Powell and Mike McGuire
Bill Powell died on September 25 and Mike McGuire passed away
Monday, October 15, 2019.
Bill Powell was a member for over two decades when he was also
owner of Plaza Art. He was one of many members back in the 60’s
and 70’s who made a big difference in the success of the Club.
Mike McGuire was a 43-year member of the Cincinnati Art Club,
Past President and Honorary Signature Member and served for over
twenty years as Critique Facilitator. We were blessed to have Bill and
Mike as members, friends and mentors.
Bill Powell

Mike McGuire

Please send your In Memoriam gifts to treasurer@cincinnatiartclub.
com with a note indicating how you would like your gift dedicated.

Did You Blink? The City Became the Canvas.
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Dragonfly Feature Artists
Tom Post: Conveying Emotion through Simplicity of Design
By Mandy Putnam
Tom Post began painting when he attended the Columbus College of Art &
Design but didn’t associate it with a career. Instead, he pursued commercial
art to provide his family with more stability. After graduating, he looked
for fulltime employment but found plentiful freelance offers. Seventy
interviews for potential freelance work set his course for success as an
illustrator.
Friendship with another successful illustrator and painter, Jim Effler,
reignited Tom’s urge to paint around 2001 when the two decided to initially
pursue plein air painting, which Tom describes as “funny” due to the battles
with inclement weather and moving subject matter. Around the same
time, the two connected with the Cincinnati Art Club.
Sketch Group and Critique Group were Tom’s entry points into the Art Club:
“What woke me up was Critique Group. Mike McGuire was leading it and
had a background in teaching. Really good painters attended Critique and I
learned a ton. I was transferring the rushed attitude I had about illustration
to my painting and was told to slow down and think it through, resolving the
story that I’m conveying. I also learned about how to critique – find a positive,
encourage people to keep going and talk about how to move forward. The Art
Club is the best deal in town and Critique is something nobody else offers at
that level.”
Tom Post in his Loveland Studio

Tom and Ray Hassard now run the Critique Group, which take place twice a
month.

He discusses how conversations during the Critique Group sets the Club apart:
“We challenge each other to push forward with a better understanding of what makes good art. Sometimes, a different
perspective from another artist can be all the spark one needs to keep their creative juices running. And that little spark could
end up being a year’s worth of energy.”
Tom’s studio is in Loveland in a building originally slated to become an
antique mall. A new course was set after the owner allowed an artist to
throw a party in the partially renovated building. Other artists showed
interest in rental spaces and the course was set. Tom will soon begin
teaching at this outpost as well as conducting a workshop in January at
the Club.
Tom describes his perspective on what he wants to convey in his
painting this way:
“What I want from my art is emotion through simplicity. It’s all about
creating an environment where shapes, lines and colors relate to each
other and I’m the director. It must communicate and draw people in
from a distance. But up close, I want the observer to enjoy another
dimension of art – the abstraction of a subject, the brush-work, the play
of color and shapes, the variety of edges and so forth.”
Tom recently created a painting for the Greenacres Artists Guild
Art Show- Cincinnati Masters: Old and New, where we worked from
a painting by a master of our choosing. He chose Degas’s ballerinas
practicing at the barre as his subject matter and explained:
“I didn’t want to copy his style, but instead, be inspired by it. I took from
Degas, his composition and color scheme and created a new painting
with ballerinas. I did put in the water can as a nod to the original painting
though.”

Tom Post, The Cover Band
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Tom Post, The Conductor

Tom continues to push himself to evolve as an artist:
“I’m constantly trying to increase my knowledge and
understanding through greater practice, observation,
research and exploration and open the possibilities of
working more from my imagination. I’m not looking for
precision in drawing or rendering but rather the balance
and harmony of values, shapes and colors that relay the
story I’m trying to tell. In fact I look for opportunities to leave
something a little on the raw side, a bit unresolved. And
that’s okay with me. It reminds me that I’m on a road trip.

Tom Post, Always en Pointe

I recently had my first solo show at the Artist Attic in
Lexington. This was a great challenge for me to squeeze in
more painting time around all my commercial art. My goal
was 40 pieces. I painted up to the last minute.”

In addition to being a very active member of the Cincinnati Art Club, Tom belongs to the Greenacres Artists Guild. He has
been an award winner in Viewpoint 50, taking second place in the competition, and Viewpoint 51 and has served as a
judge for the Indiana Arts Club this year.

MaryBeth Karaus, Great Things Have Been Done, Greater Yet to Come
By Dale Wolf
Judging by the past year she’s had, MaryBeth is on a rocket ride up, with
no end in sight. She is quick to say humbly, “The past is no guarantee of the
future. We have to believe in ourselves and our work. Life happens while we
create our art.”
Yet, 2019 has been truly kind to this aspiring artist who hit a furious stride
this year. Her fame spread across the United States, but nowhere is she more
liked than right here at the Cincinnati Art Club where she is a Signature
Member, as well as Signature of Oil Painters of America.
Like most of us, time these days seems to move faster and faster. The year
was a whirlwind that began with her son Stefan’s traumatic open-heart
surgery. She recalls, “The situation came about the day I was shipping my entry
to the Steamboat Springs Museum for the OPA National Show and suddenly
we had to deal with mountains of paperwork to get Stefan approved for the
operation. A week later, at the twelfth hour, the insurance company approved
the surgery and the next day Stefan pulled through a miraculous 13-hour open
heart procedure at Children’s Hospital.” He is now doing well with a muchimproved heart and her attention could go to her painting.
MaryBeth Karaus with OPA Judge Daniel Green
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That painting for the OPA National Show was called
“Orange Romance” and it not only won Member’s
Choice in the Signature Division and the Dorothy
Driehaus Mellin Award for Midwest Artists, but the
painting also sold at the show. Mary Beth then
received the $20,000 Richard Dreyfuss Foundation
Fellowship given to “enable a Midwestern artist to
enhance full potential without any financial constraints
to worry about.”

MaryBeth Karaus, Orange Romance

She returned to create a still life of yellow peonies
and lemons which her sister named “Tango in Yellow.”
Six weeks later, MaryBeth became a grandmother for
baby Camillia. How in the world do you stay focused
on art with all this happening to your life?

But her life was on a roll and “Tango in Yellow” was accepted into the OPA Eastern
Regional and she made the trip to Annapolis to the McBride Gallery for the show.
Where the painting won the Award of Excellence in Still Life and also sold at the
show.
She was selected to judge the OPA Online Showcase and viewed almost 600
entries before narrowing down to a handful of standouts and ultimately a
winner. MaryBeth recalls, “It was such an incredible learning experience to be on the
other side of the exhibition.”
Then came another challenge to her string of success and she was bedridden for
six weeks during the holidays with pneumonia. She entered a still life “Nature’s
Blush” from the recent ViewPoint 50 into the Virtuoso’s of the OPA show because
she had no other work to send to the show.
“Over the winter, I taught my first workshop at the Woman’s Art Club to 14 of the
most welcoming students and we had a great two days together. To my surprise, I
LOVED IT and again, as with judging a show, I came away feeling like I learned more
than the students!”
“A week after the workshop, I made the trip to St. Augustine for the OPA Virtuoso
Show at Cutter and Cutter Gallery where it was once more so delightful to be with
artist friends and to meet new artists … which is one of the greatest advantages
of also belonging to an organization such as the Cincinnati Art Club … these
relationships are so important to me. But then I was honored to receive Third Place in
the Signature Division, and again the painting was sold at the show.”

MaryBeth Karaus, Tango in Yellow

It was finally time to tap into her $20,000 Driehaus Fellowship with a carefully
planned art trip to Italy.
“My hope for planning this very special trip was to be there for a whole month, immersed
in Italian culture while photographing and painting still life. I picked some of the
locations intentionally for backdrops for still life. I chose a balcony over the sea, vista
views, stone walls, and specifically a turquoise room. The most magnificent surprise was
the generosity and kindnesses of the Italian people who were so giving of their properties
and resources to an artist. From the granary and its walls of antiques in San Gimignano
to the alabaster bowls at the lemon farm on the Amalfi Coast, I was able to create very
different still life far away from my home studio thanks to the big-heartedness of my
hosts. It was a trip of a lifetime providing reference material for years to come, and I will
be forever grateful to the Richard H. Driehaus Foundation for this generous grant.”

MaryBeth painting a lemon tree in Italy
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Dragonfly Spotlight
Elizabeth Nourse: Art after the First World War
Part 2 originally written by Mary Alice Heekin Burke, abridged by Linda Crank
Elizabeth Nourse was at the peak of her career in the years just before World
War I. In July, 1914, when the Germans invaded Belgium, then moved into
France, it marked the end of the art world as she knew it, changing her life
drastically.
Elizabeth and her sister Louise described the German siege of Paris in letters
to American friends and family: “Yesterday our blood was almost turned to
ice. It was reported the Germans were pounding on the gates of Paris with their
mailed fists. We could hear the cannon booming. Most of our friends have left,
leaving no address.”
“We are very sad these days, for hourly the wounded are being brought in.
Last Sunday, our worst day, when the giant fight was going on just outside
the fortifications, they brought into the hospital seven thousand five hundred
wounded.”

Little Sister, 1902

“I stopped my letter to welcome refugees from the north of France. They are all
so poor, sick and sad. We have fifty cases like this, worse and more of it, and our
feelings are so harrowed we can hardly stand it, so we are glad to be able to help
a little, but work as we will, it only seems a drop in the ocean of woe.”

The sisters exhausted themselves, working steadily for the refugees who flooded into Paris, raising money for clothing,
coal, and food by appealing to their American women friends. Elizabeth was especially concerned with aid to artists
whose careers had been disrupted by the war.
Finally ordered by their doctor to the country for a rest, they went to Penmarch in Brittany. However, they found that more
than sixty village women had been widowed by the war and all the remaining able-bodied men had been conscripted,
leaving the women with all the farm work as well as the care of their homes and children. So the Nourses proceeded to
help: bringing in the cows, tossing the hay, feeding ducks, chickens and the cattle.
At last in 1919 she was able to pen: “Victory, victory!!! We are all so happy over here...the bells are ringing... Everyone is out
singing on the Place de l’Opera. I made my debut there too, singing with a million others.”
For her Herculean efforts she was presented with a silver plaque by the board of the
New Salon for her aid to artists whose careers had been disrupted by the war and
also the Laetare Medal for distinguished service to humanity.
Sadly her health began to decline. She had surgery for breast cancer in 1920.
After 1924 she painted only for her own pleasure and did not exhibit at all. When
Louise died in 1937 at the age of eighty-four, Elizabeth immediately became ill. She
lingered on for a year and a half and died in October 1938. She was buried beside
her sister in Saint Leger and the contents of her studio were returned to Cincinnati.
Nourse was called the “the dean of American women painters in France,” “one of
the most eminent contemporary artists of her sex,” and “the first woman painter
of America.” She brought strength and sensitivity to her work, and a spiritual
dimension that enabled her to express deep personal convictions about beauty
and about the importance of the daily life and work of ordinary women whom she
portrayed with sympathy and respect. She was not only an inspiration to many
women in her own time, but serves as an example for us all today.
This article is largely excerpted from “Elizabeth Nourse: Cincinnati’s Most Famous
Woman Artist”
by Mary Alice Heekin Burke, and also Emma Anderson’s biography “Elizabeth Nourse:
A Sketch.”
La mère (The Mother), 1888
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Member News Roundup
Two Members featured among Equine Artists
The American Academy of Equine Artists show was held at the new headquarters of the Masters of Fox Hunt Associations
in Middleburg, Virginia. Two Signature members of the Art Club – Jeff Morrow and Jerry Saylor – were among the 50
juried into the show.
It was one of the best-ever demonstrations of why horses are so incredibly hard to paint but when done well are so
stunning. Whether in action or in pose these huge animals on canvas put on quite a show. And Jeff and Jerry have studied
them long and hard, observing those thin heads so full of expression and the huge torsos suspended upon legs so slender
and long.

Jerry Saylor, Beholder

Jeff Morrow, Spring at Keeneland

Brush and Palette Dinner after Long Day of Painting

Members of the Brush & Palette Painters gathered for a celebratory dinner at the Winds Café. Attending are Ivanka
Lempitskiy, Barbara Pask, Carol Holland, Christine Kuhr, Laurie Arshonsky, Dana Olsen, Mary Beth Dowlin, Martha
Carmody, Bobbi Thies and Nancy Achberger.
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Six Members Accepted in OPA Eastern Regional Show
The Oil Painters of America Eastern Regional Exhibition at the
Beverly McNeil Gallery, Birmingham, AL, opened October 10 and
runs through November 11. Out of 1,200 entries, just the top
100 were selected for the show. Roger Dale Brown was the Show
Judge. This exhibition is special because it recognizes the great
work being done by Cincinnati Art Club members, including
George Bodine who was honored with the Bronze Medal, plus
Todd Channer, MaryBeth Karaus, Eileen McConkey, Lawrence Rudolech and Donald A. Schuster. A bit of background
on Bodine’s painting: “It is inspired by two plein air pieces I did on the Kuerner Farm after being invited by the Chadds Ford
Historical society to paint there. The lighting and the mood, and the figure, come from something deeper in inspiration.”

George Bodine, Veteran at Home (Bronze Medal
Winner)

Donald A. Schuster, Gregory Creek 12 - Winter Sun

MaryBeth Karaus, Blue Turquoise
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Eileen McConkey, Awkward Age

Lawrence Rudolech, Untitled

Ursula Brenner Explains her Passion for Abstract Art
Ursala caught the fever for art in high school and then pursued it more
aggressively at Edgecliff College where one of her teachers, Josef Albers,
led her through the The Interaction of Color, a pivotal course in how to
deal with color. Others taught classical training in composition, drawing
and painting. During her early years after graduation, she painted
realistic scenes but gradually over the years found her voice and heart in
abstract painting.
I see all art as a degree of abstraction. It is simply a question of where you
stop on that continuum. An artist is seeing something with the eyes but the
brain and heart processes this information through life experiences and then
it comes back out and manifests itself from the hands.
What inspires my work is around all the time. It could be when I am flipping
through a magazine and see a color combination or composition. It could be
driving along the road or walking in a park … my imagination never stops
… sometimes it is when I wake up in the morning with paintings in my head.
I am always looking at things and constantly feeding my brain with visual
information to be processed often at an unconscious level.
I am always challenging myself to make better paintings … and asking, “why
do I find this more interesting than some other image?”. Painting is about
making choices, whether intellectual or emotional. The ideal is to have a balance between the two sides of our humanity.
Ursula Brenner, Image 1009

Once I start a painting, I see where it will lead me. I listen and look. The painting will tell me what it wants and I simply do it.
When I don’t listen (impose my will), it usually is not as successful as a whole. Sometimes, if I don’t know what to do next or go
blank and I have to stop. Over the years, I have learned to just stop and come back the next day. With fresh eyes, I usually see
almost immediately what to do to finish. How do I know when it is finished? It will feel complete to me and let me know it is
finished. That’s the hardest part.
I like to explore painting in different sizes and examine the same color but pushing it in different directions- warm to cool, lighter
to darker values, transparency to opacity. It might begin with a challenge to use a color that I haven’t focused on before and
make it the most interesting and arresting color I can.
Painting is like training for a marathon. One must paint every day or at least consistently. You show up and do the work even
if you don’t feel like it. Sometimes the most interesting things show up when you are “not in the mood”. But, you always do the
work! Actually, it isn’t really work but one of the greatest pleasures in life!
I do think that there are people that will never understand or get abstract art and that is okay. I think it has something to do with
how our brains work. It is why some are better engineers, party planners or nurses and some of us paint abstracts. We are all
given different strengths and it is up to us to find them out. We are all on a journey of figuring out who we really are and trying
to grow at the same time.

Mary Beth Dowlin Vineyard Solo Art Show in Club Foyer
Signature member Mary Beth Dowlin holds a solo
exhibition in the Club Gallery Foyer during October. She
has been painting scenes and still lifes in Cincy and in the
family vacation spot at Chappaquidick, Martha Vineyard
from where she has just returned back home. She says
about the collection now on display: “The magical light
and texture of the Vineyard are so inspirational and I try to
bring this to all my work.”
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CAC Members Get into the OPAS Fun
By Ray Hassard
With three days to paint anywhere in Hamilton County, where
would you set up your easel? That was the question facing the
55 artists who registered for the 16th Annual Ohio Plein Air
Society competition, Sept 26 - 29.
OPAS holds an annual competition with a different judge each
year. Unlike other competitions, ours is a “moveable feast”– it
takes place in a different Ohio county every two years. In 2018
and 2019 it was Hamilton County’s turn to shine!
The event was based in the Barn in Mariemont, and many
artists stayed in that area to paint, but others ventured out,
from Milford all the way over to the Indiana border. Scenes of
downtown Cincinnati, local farms, Sharon Woods, and more,
featured in the display of paintings.
Last year’s judge was Michael Chesley Johnson, and this year Tim
Horn, originally from Yellow Springs OH, did the honors. The top
The OPAS award winners gather in front of the barn
three awards in 2018 went to three members of the Cincinnati
Art Club: Tom Post (1st), Ann Grimaldi (2nd), and Mary Beth Thompson (3rd). This year Cody Heichel from Columbus
was the big winner, with Christopher Leeper and Mark Gingerich following close behind.
In addition to the cash awards ($1000, 750, and 500) there were many merchandise awards. Certificates for $250 worth of
Blue Ridge Oil Colors won by CAC member Monica Achberger, Vasari Oil Paints, Michael Harding Oils, a frame from JFM
Frames, and SourceTek panels were just some of the 10 products generously
donated. Finally, 5 Honorable Mentions of $150 each were awarded.
Of course, any competition has to have a Quick Draw, usually while the judge
is deciding the main awards, and on Sunday 27 artists signed up to complete a
painting in two hours. The winner was Nicole Maye Luge, who also won one of
the merchandise Awards of Excellence.
For 2020 and 2021, Franklin County will be the location, rich with great urban
scenes, but also plenty of beautiful metro parks, river scenes, farms, historical
locations and college campuses. The event will be hosted at the Columbus
College of Art and Design (CCAD), where there is a possibility of collaboration
with CCAD, mentoring opportunities and student inclusion.

Monica Achberger won an Award of
Excellence at OPAS

By the way, this competition is open to all, not just members of Ohio
Plein Air Society, so keep the last Saturday of next September free. For
more information as the year progresses, check the OPAS website; www.
ohiopleinairsociety.com.

Ray Hassard, Robin Roberts, Cody Heichel, Tim Horn
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Kathleen Kilgallon painting at Gorman
Heritage Farm

Greenacres Artist Guild Show Features 9 CAC Members
The 2019 Greenacres Artists Guild Show takes the stage in Cincinnati during November, with the opening night of
Cincinnati Masters: Old and New. This cocktail party style event will feature paintings from the Nippert Private Collection
that have not been seen in decades, including work from Duveneck, Farny, and Hauser. Once you’ve taken in the old,
explore the work of today’s generation of Cincinnati masters.
The guild includes nine Art Club members: Linda Crank, Mark Daly, Carin Hebenstreit, MaryBeth Karaus, Gail
Morrison, Jeff Morrow, David Mueller, Bruce Petrie, and John Ruthven
The exhibition opening is free, but an RSVP at www.green-acres.org/artists-guild/ would be helpful in planning. If you
can’t make the opening, check out the show on the 9th, 10th, 13th, 16th, or 17th. The Greenacres Art Center is at 8400
Blome Road in Indian Hill (Cincinnati).

Jeff Morrow, Flower Delivery

Gail Morrison, Quintessential Tuscany

Linda Crank, Khyber Past

Carin Hebenstreit, Empty
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